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LSM Watch buys luxury timepieces in good condition from customers. Now, the
watch supplier discusses the process for selling a luxury timepiece and precious
metals or jewelry.

(Newswire.net -- April 2, 2015) Los Angeles, CA -- Good watches never lose their value. In
fact, many appreciate in value over time. Now, LSM Watch, a supplier of luxury timepieces,
is offering to buy watches, jewelry and precious metal from customers in exchange for
cash or credit toward a new timepiece.

Many customers have older luxury watches that they wish to trade for newer models.
These older watches are often surprisingly valuable, and LSM experts can sometimes offer

a great deal for an older Rolex or other luxury watch. The experts at this reputable dealer can evaluate any jewelry or
watch for free with no obligation. Their 30 years of combined experience allow them to give the most accurate market
appraisals possible of any merchandise, including watches and jewelry made of gold, silver, platinum and other
precious metals or stones. All items are welcome for appraisal and can be traded in for quick cash or for credit toward
an item in the company's inventory.

Inventory includes every type of luxury watch from solid gold to stainless steel. LSM features the Submariner and
Daytona models from Rolex, but also carries models from Audemars Piguet, Breitling, Cartier, Chanel, Chopard, IWC,
Jaeger LeCoultre, MonteBlanc, Omega, Patek Phillipe, TAG Heuer and Ulysse Nardin. Every luxury watch includes a
three-year Ironclad Warranty and free shipping anywhere in the United States. The company also offers a price-match
guarantee that ensures customers are getting the best possible price on their luxury watch purchases. For more
information, see http://www.lsmwatch.com.

 

About LSM Watch: LSMWatch.com is a reputable supplier of a wide range of luxury timepieces. Our inventory
includes watches available for purchase and shipment worldwide. When you are shopping for watches in a variety of
brands, models, and materials and want superior customer service, look no further than LSMWatch.
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